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1. Introduction 

In f i c a ,  as other parts of the WO:ld, coop~;riion zirnci u vonomic inte,ption 
has.become:m ;indispensable sags m the deveIop~epc process; td -e$ibui oie,aliza&o'ns 
have bca-i&kblishec-forthis purpose. This &orr.h2+been given giatcr iIIlpetUs withthe. 

I ... r&nf'.$,&g of:*e Abuja ,TtW ,&abli&&h: &q,Pan-Afris-. Rqnomic Commuruty 
( ~ ~ ; : - R o w e v e z ' a s '  .* .+.,;FF. zs:,k;ipe;ien+~!~oth i{;*fTiq 2nd in orhe: re+$& has shown, ihe 
processB$kbaontc coopemion'md intepadori.i~fnught wjth nuzero* dificultics at the 
conceptual and dcsign srr,~cs, and pucicularly S O  the subfequen: eff6rts to give pi-zctial 
and effective expression to the ideals mpresscd in che vtioos zxzczernenrs. Indeed, even 
within the Europm Community (the st+nd%d by which drnost sIi inteagation efiom are 
ded) an& to zlcsscr extent in NO* Ameiica, rhe iqeilgac?z movement, despite its 
s&+ses;:har;-encounter& vzriou5 conshaints; =d progrw has at &xes been slow. In other 
regions,:.p&rtituIarly in e n  America and the Car ibba ,  Asia a?d AS&, die inu,&ion 
movment has'rnet with significanffy. less sucwss. Yet, its theo?,tical a k r i d n  remains 
unchallenged, as evidenced by con~uing.at[ernpts both to reslrsci~e dormant ananpenents 
utd to establish, new mechanisms where they did not fomdly ex.%'- a prodeSs driven by 
the recent drift towards regional uading blocs in Europe and Nori? America. . . 

. .. 

Agzinst this background andthe w e n t  decision of Africz governments to proceed 
with the formation of a Pan-African Economic Community, this pqer  first briefly reviews 
some of Africa's major:post-independence expeiiences with ~ono.*c inteagadon; md  then 
rttempts to identify some of the principal constrai;lts to progess i.; '&is.'domair~. Using the 
Abuja Trraty as the framework against which Africa's effom &'to be judged, $e p 2 p r  
then provides some brord perspectives on f u w e  actions hat nck2 'to be &en to mbve rhc 
process forward, taking into sonsidention other approaches t + t  hzve emerged..~mos: 
simulmwusly, such as the so-called vzriable-geomerry apprOaskl Some specific policy 
reccmmendadons y e  then outrined, with a view to advancing the Ajuja effoz; and the paper 
concluda with a summay of its m& findings and rcammendr.iani. .. . 

2. Tbe Mrican Experience with Economic Cooperatia~ and integration: A 
Summary Redew 

A number of expc&enrs in cwpention and ktcsradon :kve been conducred ~ t h c  
&rjous sub-regions of Afica. These include b e  Cornrnwi~ o f  Ezst AMcan S@tu, 
 OWAS AS, PTA, SADCC, CEEAC and &fAU - oqa-ddons s%ch &e ex-ted >.,. . , rd::play .,. ,... . 

rhe role of prime building-blocks for the PrlEC. . The sqcori of the paper briefly,[eviews . , . ,l.i 

these experiences; a@ draws some onclubons, in order to siruzre the n&e o f rhe  
chdlenges on irite,Prton thzt now confront the Cofltininen!, pardc-izly in the coniexr of the 
Pan-Africul Economic Community. 

m i s  experiment in i n r e s ~ ~ o n ,  zfrer a mosr, promisir: strrr, was subseqiie~tly 
abandoned. In fact, it began with. very close coop.wi5ot1 be:uwn'.Kenya, Ugan&?i;%hd 
T q g q y i h ;  before independence, thrbugh the Copimissioi: of E u r  S ~ t e s .  

,. ; 
, . .  .. , . , ... 

. . .  , ,. . .  , . . ..., . . . . . ;: , ., 



However, cooperation was formally codded in 1965 by the Treaty of the Community of East
AMcan States covering a wide rar.se of activities; support institutions, including a common

market with common external tariffs; coordinated fiscal and monetary policies; an East
African Development Bank; the right of joint ownership and management of common
services, including railway lines, pszts, postal services and telecommunications, an airline,
agriculture and forestry research casters; a steady flow of goods, services and capital; and

relative freedom of movement of labour. .

However various economic and political strains-created by the encroachment of the
Community's institutions on Sate sovereignty; by divergences relating to development
philosophies and approaches; anc by actual and perceived imbalances relating to the
individual country benefits derived from the Community, seriously undermined the climate
and quality of the integration process. Indeed, despite the adoption of vanous measures to

narrow -trade imbalances and to distribute benefits more equitably, political -divergences

between two of the Member Stages eventually led "to its demise in 197/; and only the

Community Bank has survived.

(b) Tne Economic Convr.ura.y of West African Stales (ECOVMS)

The aim of ECOWAS - established in 1975; and, by 1977, encompassing all 16
countries of West Africa - is to create, successively, a customs union and common market
in the sub-region. For this purpose, the Lagos Treaty provides for the harmonization of
programmes £1 several sectors, norabiy agriculture, industry, transport and communications.
A Cooperation, Compensation and Development Fund was established to ensure equable
distribution Of the benefit, of economic cooperation; to reduce diversities in tne levels of
development of the Member Sia:es: and to finance projects and guarantee foreign investments

in these States.

The achievements of ECOWAS. set against the goals it has set for itself, can best be
described as modest; mi include the financing, by its Coopetanon. Compaction and
Development Fund, of several projects, particularly in the sectors 01 agnculture, industry,
^communications, regional roac networks; and the harmomxauon of h^w*y r^baons.
Sorne progress has also been made related to the freedom of movement of inaividuals and
eSds StaiLrf several protocols and decisions have been adopted; and an organ^non
r" f Commerce has tan established. Furthermore the adopt™ of the Pacts

EsUtan and Mutual Assistance in defence has improved the colons for mutual
the SSful settlement of disputes and security; and a Claims House has been

ping iTconjunction with ftS Committee of West African Central Banks to strengthen

trade relations.

However, despite these rr.odes: advances, many obstacles have stood in the way of

fdmltetogional trade anc iavestment. Furthermore, the objective of



barriers'has not been-attained, partly on account of die adverse short-term nscal impact,

ex-perience the negative effects of large-scale incustnal p.ang of which
nor the size has been conducive « the tunnonizuon 01 >nd3Smal ana

related policies.

Other major obstacles to the integration process have included the Dor.-conv;erubijity
of some currencies; the non-payment or late payment of contributions by Member *£«**£
exigence of more dian thirty inter-governmental orgarazaxons, often wun similar objectives
S for thelarne scice resources of Member States; delays in ratifying

lev*! of implementation, or evea oon-implecne^tion, by Member Sta|s
decisions adopted by the Community;, arrears or, loans granted by the

; the absence ofa common development soztegy m£y

Sed^ establishing legal >««um*ats for the Treaty's impkmentauon, the results have
so' far fallen well short of expectatioas. ;

(c) 37K Preferential Trade Area ofEastern and Southern Africa. (PTA)

aim of the PTA - established in 1980. a^d at present'comprising .17
^^£«B*.«de and encourage cooperation among these States m g*

SSSS" W.agricul^e, transpo^and^on^-ns, =«««! resources,
monfctar? matters and the establishment of a regional common market

The PTA-has, to date, recorded some successes. Travellers' cheques_ in PTA
■ /TTAwrnu,^ inrroduced in 1988, and are in fairly wiae use. Similarly, the

timetable for reducing tariff barriers over a penod o, eight ye^s.

However the PTA is sell far torn achieving the planned gradual reduction of tariff
,a«oS^between Member S«-.w^^-^^g"^

i
™r^ ,**. to preferences and increased trade amon

Member States. . " ■ . ■ .. ■ ■



fdj The Southern Africa Development Coordination Conference (SADCC)1

Established by'the-Lusaka Declaration of 1980 and comprising 10 Member States

since 1990, the objectives of SADCC are to reduce economic ties with South Africa;

contribute to the rational integration of the regional economies; mobilize support for national

and regional projects; and coordinate actions to mobilize international assistance for the

achievement of these objectives. Each Member State is responsible for coordinating

community projects in specific areas.

SADCC has recorded.some successes. For instance, of financial resources estimated

at about S6.5 billion for 490 projects, S3 billion were secured and disbursed by 1989,

includ^ag SO per cent in the form of foreign aid to SADCC Member States. SADCC has also

rehabilitated some of the transport and communication networks, such &s the Beira Corridor

and the Harare-Maputo railway line. .These repairs and rehabilitation works have helped

reduce the dependence of some SADCC Member States on the South African transport

network.

There remain, however, several obstacles to integration within SADCC For

instance, the current volume of trade among Member States, estimated at a mere 5 per cenr

of total trade, is v/eli below potential- Similarly, because Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland

are members of the Southern African Cus:oms Union (SACU), under the leadership of the

Republic of South Africa — the objectives of which include trade liberalization, establishment

of a common external tariff, a standard consumer tax, and fiscal compensation - it is

difficult to harmonize-the policies .of the States .and ensure their integration, since- those of

SACU are only partially compatible with the broader objective of an economic community

of the size of SADCC or FTA. '

(e) The Economic Community of Central African Scares (CEEAC)

Established in 1983 in Libreville, CEEAC comprises ten Member States,; some of

which also belong to the Central African Customs arid Economic Union (IJDEAC) or to the

Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CPGL). In. keeping with its main

objective, namely;1' the gradual formarioa of an economic union, by creating a preferential

trade area to be achieved in three 12.-ye2r phases, its founders attached special emphasis to

the development of transport; to the promotion of cooperation in, agriculture, industry axtd

energy; and to an equitable distribution of the benefits of integration.

As with' other sub-regional organizations, CEEAC has adopted several protocols,,

instruments and decisions, with a view to strengthening inter-State trade, particularly in the

areas of customs, finance, transport and telecommunications. In 1°SS, it .also.sought'to

establish a clearing-house to promote trade, despite the existence of five currencies in the

region. And, as with other sub-regional communities, CEEAC has encountered numerous

Now. SADC, Tne Southern Africa Devdopmeiv Conference,



implementa^on difficulties, most notably, the problems of transport in a vast geographical

area where huge stocks ofproducts may perish owing to their very limited access to markets;

the non-payment or late payment by some Member States of their contributions; and the jxror

implementation of regional industrial programmes, partly due to fiscal and ocher difficulties.

0 The Maghreb Arab Union (MAV)

From the early 1960s, the Maghreb Permanent Consultative Committee (MPCC) was

assigned the task of formulating a Maghreb cpoperanon .and integration strategy. Various

bilateral and multilateral agreements were, therefore, concluded in sectors such as trade,

industrial and agricultural production, energy, tourism, transport and telecommunications,

scientific and technical cooperation; education and training, fiscal and customs policy, legal

cooperation, and terms and conditions for the settlementand movement of persons. Relations

were established with, in particular, the European Comrauniry, which led to useful dialogue

on cooperation with and among Maghreb States.

The Treaty establishing MAU was established in 19S9, the main objective being the

establishment of a Maghreb Common Market. To this end, uniform tariffs on import are

to be applied; and the customs union should be effective from 1995. Harmonization and

coordination measures have been taken to facilitate the achievement of ocher objectives.
These include the strengthening of existing economic complementarities in the agro-food,

energy, mining and industrial areas; freedom of movement of individuals and goods;

standardization of taxes on agricultural products;,food security; pest and disease control; and

the abolition of double taxation.. It remains to be seen whether the success of this effort will

parallel or surpass these of other sub-regions in Africa. .

(g) Related Integration Measures

Beyond the formal integration efforts noted.aboye, Africa has also, over the past two

decades oi so, seen the emergence of a multiplicity of intergovernmental.organizations

(IGOs), often w-ithoverlappirig^objectives. In these instances as well, the.results have been

similar'to those of the more formal sub-regional integration movements: and their-actual
achievements have fallen well short.of expectations. In this respect, mention eouiii also be

made of the adrruxustered.experiment at a fbnn of monetary integration in the can text'of the
CFA tone monetary arrangements. While there is much debate as .to the net benefits df this
monesxy and exchange rate arrangement,.it does, in fact, represent an integradon effort,
albeit supported and financed externally.2 And even in this case, there is no firm consensus

on the net benefits to the countries involved of this particular set of arrangements.

It is inciptsiins '? n0(4 ^^ this particular effort is n$>c a pyrety African initial's; and depends

oa the importan: financial, support of the former colonial power.



3. Principal Constraints to the Integration Process in Africa

The experiences of the various integration and cooperation efforts summarized above

illustrate the limited achievements to data and the long road still to be covered. They point
broadly to the fact that African integration schemes have generally aimed at achieving five

main objectives, namely:

(I) trade liberalization involving the elimination of tariff and non-tariff

restrictions on intra-regional trade;

(ii) the establishment of a common external tariff and a common

commercial policy towards third countries;

(Hi) ' the abolition of all obstacles to the free movement of persons, services

and caoital between member States;

(iv) the harmonization of agricultural, infrastructural, industrial, monetary

and economic policies of me member States; and

(v) trade facilitation through the establishment of clearing and payments

arrangements and trade information systems.

Notably these initiatives were largely State-directed and motivated, .reflecting the broad
philosophy of African development in the post-independence era and the domiiwtrole
assigned to the State vis-a-vis the private sector, in influencing economic policy decisions
In this regard, it could-be arsued that successful integration schemes have usually been led
the private sector, with the State acting largely as a facilitator of the process.

Process on the five main objectives identified above has been uneven, with some
integrauorTschemes making relatively more progress than others in particular areas. In this
respect/the PTA trade liberalization programme .has probably gone further than others;
ECOWAS has made modest, but real, progress in implementing the first phase of the
agreement on the free movement of persons,, while SAJDC has had some notable
achievements in'the coordination of sectoral policies process of regional integration.

ress anHowever, among the more important factors impeding greater prog

institutional constraints: divergences .in legal and institutional
frameworks; tariff and non-tariff barriers to intra-community trade;
nonconverdbility of national currencies; an unfavorable environment

for private sector initiatives &nd private investment;

structural constraints: lack of basic infrastructures and absence_of
infrastructures to facilitate infra-regional exchange; large discrepancies

in resource endowment and development perspectives between
countries belonging to one region; low complementarity of production;



different administrative cultures;

uncertainty regarding the gains to be derived from regional

cooperation and.integration; and the inequality of their distribuacn

between Member States, iii'relation to the requirements with respect

to human and financial resources, and overriding national priorities;

ami..

political constraints: the political and economic influence of 2ie

former colonial powers; military conflicts between and within Member

States belonging to one regional community; a reliance on state

; *■ interventionisnl and.centralized development; nationalistic policies and

ideological boundaries between national development strategies;

In examining these constraints more closely, the serious shortages of financial,

material and human resources, emerge as a major obstacle to economic integration. A
country needs a growing economy to be motivated to look for markets and, therefore, an

incentive to cooperate. In all instances where integration efforts have been made, those

countries with rapidly growing economies are the most ardent- supporters of economic
cooperation. Similarly, the benefits from economic cooperation should be shared in an
equitable and transparent manner, or risk becoming a. constant cause of friction. Indeed, the

actual or perceived difference between the costs of integration in the short term and its long-

term benefits is especially important to countries which are overdependent on short-term

earnings. Difficulties in harmonizing policies also seriously impede economic cooperation.

Beyond strictly economic issues, a further factor underlying the slow pace of the
integration process in Africa relates to the poUtical will of the actors, namely, the
Governments of the Member States, whether reEected in deliberate actions to undo
integration processes (as in the case of the Economic Community of East African States); or
whether in the form of implementation delays which frustrate the declaredpolideal vrll; cr
in the creation of, many competing and mutually paralysing organizations which effectvely
dilute the broad\ipteciation. and cooperation effort. Related to this is the issue of
sovereignty. Thisas particularly acute in newly independent countries which may no: have
a clearperception of the inevitable limits imposed on their legal sovereignty by the very

nature of economic interdependence and cooperation.

It should also be noted that the multipliciry of IGOs in the various sub-regior.s has
impeded the progress and viability of African integration groupings. Aside from the large
number of IGOs dealing with sectoral issues, there is a multiplicity of integration gro-.ip.ir.gs
wich overlapping memberships in each sub-region. Given the difBcult financiaLsitustiqn o*

most African countries, spreading available resources over a large'■numberof■ISGteas led
to serious financial' difficulties, and substandally impeded the -implementation -or iheir
principal objectives. In each subregion, the problem of rationalizing or integrating the, various

institutions must continue to be a major issue engaging the attention of African leacers.

On the whole, it is clear that the integration of States with significantly afferent



economic levels; which does not ensure an equitable distribution of the benefits of
cooperation; which is not directed towards the rapid promodon of the least developed

member countries; which does not provide adequate economic space to the private sector;

and which, moreover, is not backed by a strong, steadfast and pragmatic political will is

unlikely to succeed, irrespective of whatever favourable geographical, historical and

economic fectors that could potentially contribute to success.

4. The Abuja Treaty - Future Perspectives and Policy Recommendations

Perspectives

While, on the whole, the results of Africa's integration efforts since independence
have, as outlined above, fallen far short of expectations, '.here are promising signs that the
Abuja Treaty can point the way to future progress. More importantly, there is now greater

awareness of the constraints to progress, even though thsa is still some debate about the

approach for dealing with these problems.

It is notable that recent developments in the ovenil African political and economic
environment have contributed to the gradual removal of some of the major constraints to

integration identified above. These include:

(i) the progressive withdrawal of governments from activities in productive
sectors and the realization that the private sector needs to become the driving

force in economic growth and integration;

(ii) the liberalization of domestic markets an: foreign trade brought about by
programmes of adjustment and reform that have contributed to a certain

convergence in macro-economic policies; and

Cm) the common challenge presented by the formation of new trade blocs in other
areas of the world which threatens to recuce further Africa's share irr-the

international division of labor; and raises the prospect of a decline in capital
inflows required for growth, resulting in the need to accelerate, the transition

towards auto-financed and self-sustained development.

However in spite of these advances, and more psricularly, even as Africa begin* to
put in place mechanisms for implementing the Abuja. Trsa-7, debate has surfaced on whetner
yet another approach to integration based on the principle of flexible membership m various

sub-regional organizations should not be attempted, as a *zy of making faster progress. Two
proposals have emerged in this context. The first points a advantages of common currency

zones: and argues the case for establishing a new commuziry to incorporate the two monetary
zones linked with the French franc. Hence, an African Franc: Zone E^^w tonmnuty
has been proposed, to embrace the member countries of UMOA and BEAC. A second
proposal argues that, in the evolving situation in 'Soriieni Africa, the emergence o, a
democratic South Africa should provide an opponunity ;or a leanangemem of the present
economic groupings in the subregion. In this regard, as Economic Community for Southern



Africa, which will incr.de a-dcmocredc South Africa and most member countries'of SADC
has beec.proposed. ■- "

This debate on. a flexible approach to African economic integration-has gathered
momentum at precisely the time that the establishment of the Pan-African Economic

Community has begun ;o move to provide a continent-wide framework for mdondizing the
activities of existing integration groupings. It is worthy of note that the Treary establishing
the PAEC provides that the existing sub-regional groupings serve as:the building-blocks for
the new Community, ar.d that the first five years of the new institution1 will be devoted to'-ths
strengthening of these sab-regional groupings. The relationships between the PAEC and the
sub-regional groupings are to-.be governed by aprotocol to this-PAEC Treacv which is now

under discussion, and which is expected to make a positive contribution to the institutional
framework for Africa.- economic integration.

The concept o: variable geometry bears some resemblance to the concept of a

"community at two spasris" reflected In the European Monetary System. Irs proponents see
merit in a group of countries within a regional economic community proceeding at a faster

pace towards economic union, and in so doing, acting as a locomotive for the slower

Member States. It is argued further that, as the "core countries" make progress towards

economic integration, the benefits of economic integration are likely to become 'more1

apparent and will crea:s additional incentives for slower Member States to catch up;

However, these arguments are valid only to the extent that ihey are applied to the

concept ofancommuriry at two speeds", characterized by full participation of all community

Member States in the decesion-making process and by different transitional periods forttie

implementation ofj air.;: decisions. This suggests that the strategy of variable geometry may

not be'ebnsistent with the concept of a community at two speeds;-. If the more advanced

Member States of an'economic community proceed along decisions-in which the remaining

Member States of the community have not taken part, the variable geometry-strategy can

become a disintegrztive strategy, splitting the community in two, as the remaining Member

States of the Com«uuity.;have only two options: implementing the decisions taken by the
"core community" or taking a direction more consistent with their joint interests. The

variable geometry-strategy -becomes'an especially important concern when me pace of

progress of the core countries depends on the impetus carried into the community from
outside the region. Ir.deed, an integrate strategy is unlikely to succeed if the steam for the

locomotive is no: generated by'the Member States forming the very comrnmury.

Concern'must, therefore, be expressed about the implications of the variable geometry

approach for tiie Abuja Treaty and for the present integration groupings. Indeed, the

proposed Franc Zone Community will cut across the present memberships of ECOWAS and

ECCAS, 'while" the 'proposed community in Southern Africa may'further complicate the

delicate problem of merging SADC and PTA. Kence, it may be counter-productive,

especially at a time that the sub-regions are comir.g to grips with'the racenalization of the

casting1 integration groupings,1 to propose this "flexible"rapprosch as it may serve only to

make an'already complex situation even more complicated; and' it may compromise some of

the gains that have already been achieved in the existing groupings. The Abuja Treaty,: an
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African initiative, signed by African Heads of Stale and Government, oiust therefore, be the

foundation on which Africa's integration efforts should be built, dynamically taking into

consideration any future decisions that African countries may jointly wish to take with a view

to advancing this process.

In practical terms, the implementation of the Abuja Treaty will ultimately depend on

the motivation of Member States to sacrifice political .-autonomy for the benefit of the

community as a whole. The transfer of political authority in. specified areas of economic

policy is feasible only on the basis of a progressive" harmonization of the legal and

institutional framework; and it requires converging macrocconomic and sectoral policies.
Given the fact that the gains accruing from integration to every individual Member State and
to the entire community remain uncertain, substantial efforts will need to be undertaken to

make the process of Integration more transparent. For instance, to date, there is neither a
comprehensive database nor an economic framework incorporating economic data generated

at the national level to trace economic developments and trends on a continent-wide scale.
Estimates on the magnitude and structure of unrecorded ultra-regional and inter-regional trade

differ widely; and" little is known about the links between the informal sectors of
neighbouring countries. Increasing knowledge about economic structures and developments,

growth perspectives and constraints to economic development, generated on a regional scale,

rarher than being confined to isolated country analyses, will help to identify common

problems and mechanisms for addressing these problems more effectively.

Although the perception of governments of the potential economic costs and benefits

is important, it is their political will and commitment which will ultimately determine the
pace of regional economic integration. Thus, unless governments and political leaderships

are convinced that the process of integration will help them deal with domestic economic,

political and social issues bener than they otherwise could, they will naturally limit time and
resources to dealing with such issues rzther than to regional integration. Thus, for regional
integration to succeed, it must have a political constituency among political leaders,
government officials, the private sector and the public at large, including the nan- .

governmental sector. -•

There is also need for a .clear recognition thai existing regional economic communities
comprise countries with disparate population and industrialization levels, as well as different

market sizes; and that trade liberalization v/irfain the region w^i initially result tn an
unbalanced pattern of incra-communicy trade. Beyond this, in the majority of Afhcan
countries a high proportion of government revenues stems from customs dunes levied on
imported manufactured goods. It follows that replacement of iir.porwd manufactures by
poods produced within the community is likely to lead to substantial loss of customs revenue
Si the short run; and that .these losses will fail disproportionately on the ^s^veloped
countries within the community. Consequently, unless mechanisms are developed for the
orderly and equitable distribution of the costs and benefits of economic integranon, the less
developed members of the re-ion will be reluctant to participate in the integration process.

Tnere is thus need to demonstrate the net long-term economic benefits of regional economic
integration; and to identify viable, transparent and undistortive mechanisms for the fair
distribution of the costs and benefits of Integration within the regional community.
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Apart from the elirriiriaion of tariffs- and non-tariff barriers, efforts will also be

required to achieve greater "policy convergence related to fiscal and monetary regimes,

inflation, and currency convertibility. In virtually all instances, mis would require

subordinating sovereign national' interest in. the short term in order to achieve regional
benefits in the long term. In this regard, the design, and implementation of regional structural
adjustment and reform programs (see discussion below) will be an important step towards

regional macro-economic convergence.

Strengthening existing regional economic eomtnumnes will also be necessary; and this
requires a rationatation oftfit aultipticity of regional organisations under the authority of
the regional economic comrhurides. Given the budget constraint of the Governments of
member states, the existing cooperation arrangements must-be rationalized and streamlined,
so that there are fewer IGOs tha: are more productive and cost-effective. In order to ensure

consistency of this process with the time-feme of the Treaty, timetables need to be
established at the level of each regional community; and some regional organizations may
.be absorbed during the transitional period by national and other regional administrations.

The Abuja Treaty also envisages that Member States take.all necessary measures

aimed at progressively promoting increasingly closer cooperation among the communities,
particularly throush .coordination and harmonization of their activities in all fields or sectors.
Member States should be encouraged to create, within the technical ministries responsible
for certain priority sectors (such as agriculture, commerce, and industry, the financial sector
energy transport and communication), units with specific responsibilities in respect of
international coordination and cooperation. ■ It is essential that- these officials become familiar
with the objectives of the Treaty, with the institutional environment, and with the procedures

■to be adopted.

Some Specific Policy Recommendations

The most important fust step in demonstrating Africa's political commitment to, and
ownership of, economic integration and cooperation on the Continent is the rauficacion of the
Abuia Treaty by at least two - thirds of the members of the OAU. Without a deadline for
the :entiy into force of the Treaty, it is unlikely thai a critical mass of African countries will
beindet-pressure to ratify it. Tsus, in order "to speed-up the entry into force ox the Treaty,
a fir}& deadlitfis'ior ratification of tha Treaty by member countries should be established, to
.speed up the integration process and to reduce the length of the transitional period.

Beyond this obvious imperative, the following recommendations focus on factors and
conditions, which are likely to 'contribute to the creation of an environment -favourable .to the
implementation of the.Treaty esablishing the Fan-African Economic Community.

(a) ■■• lnstttiirion-Buildir.% " " ; ■ ■ ■

(i) Tn* Secretariat of the Organization of African Unity should be

considerably strengthened so as to be able it to fulfil the taste
assigned to it by reason of its new responsibilities as Secretariat
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for the Community. The OAU could be restructured to Include

a special unit responsible for coordinating the activities related
to the implementation of the Treaty of Abuja,"and should be

provided with adequate human and financial resources..

(ii) The ECA should strengthen its support for African economic
integration, notably by defining appropriate strategies and

priorities, and by intensifying action aimed at identifying and
preparing multinational projects".' In addition, it should adapt

its organization and its activity programmes and significantly
strengthen the departments and strucmres responsible for

economic integration- issues. ...

(HI) Since the implementation of the economic process depends
mainly oq the Regional Economic Communities, i: is necessary

to restructure their secretariats and provide them wich sufficient

human and material resources to enable them to operate

efficiently and without excessive bureaucracy.

(iv) Efficient and unbureaucraric national structures should be
etablished to ensure coordination and lizison between the
governments of Member States on the one hand, and on the
other, regional and continental organizations of cooperation and

. integration. .

(v) The process of strengthening regional economic communities
needs to be geared to the requirements of the next stage of the
implementation of the Treaty. In order to reinforce the
cohesion3 between national and community administrations, the

,. following measures need to be taJcen;

The establishment and,training of a pool of national civil servants..

representatives of professional organizations and business leaders,
representatives ■ of labor unions, and of representatives of socio-
economic croups who will .contribute to a better understanding and
coordination of programs and initiatives within the regional economic

from SAPCC fadtett* chat &e sharing smo.g member »». o

public ^-doas, *. *»*. of ^™££0£wZ

and sp«dalisaaon at



communities;

The establishment of sartor conferences that will promote a regular

exchange of-informatsn and views between high-level civil servants

■ responsible for the implementation of policies both at the regional and

at national level; ■

The creation'and promotion — with the possible support of"the donor

community -.of university canters for African integration that will

conduct research and provide training to future civil- servants and

.businessmen in disciplines of particular relevance to economic

intesrration (such as public and business administration, public sector

management, economic policy and international trade).

(h) National Economic Managerum ' ' .

The Member States should take . the necessary steps to improve the
management of national afrairs at .all levels, through better economic
management, by raaJdri* it passible for the population to play .a greater part

in socio-economic development and by ensuring responsibility, transparency

and accountability in the management of public affairs. Compliance with the
basic principles of pluralist democracy and" human rights will- create a setting
more conducive to econorric development in general, and to economic

integration in particular.

(c) Promotion of the Private Secor . . .

The creation.of an insticuticnal framework conducive to the revival of the
private sector will foster, the e.-nergence of competitive conditions under which
capital will be ..able to generate income and hence, savings for increased
investments,,, Privatization programmes reining to public enterprises may be

applied whenever needed in the light of the situation of such .enterprises.

Political measures and muliisectoraj programmes for truly promoting the

private sector should be implemented. . .

(d) Improved Productivity and Competition

African countries must improve their productivity and production, including
the quality of goods and serves, and strengthen their market competitiveness.

■ The production of.quality goods and services will foster a funher.. Increase in

- - the volume of intra-African rade and of trade flows from Africa towards the
rest of the world. line achievement of thes£ objectives requires the adoption
of modern methods of production and the utilization of appropriate

technologies said, highly skilled erficient labour.



(e) Freedom ofMovement ofLabour, Capital, Goods and Services

To improve the allocation ofj resources and their .mobilization withh the

Community, individuals should be empowered to carry on the economic
activity of their choosing in any member country. Capital, goods and services

Should also circulate freely. Such measures would enable African countries

to make use of their comparative advantages within and outside the regional

communities. The protocols to be adopted in this connection should

■deliberately izkt into account these important aspects of integration.

(f) Unman Resource Development'

With the assistance of the appropriate institutions - including the ADB «
the Member States should upgrade the quality of their human resources by

undertaking large-scale educational and training programmes, especially in the

areas of science and technology, and make optimal use,of these- human

resources. The full participation of women and young persons in the planning

and execution of projects ai all stages of the economic integration process

should be ensured and the cultural aspects of development should be taken into

account.

(g) Structural Adjuscmeru Programmes (SAPs)

While economic integration could be seen as a means of fostering economic

growth and development by making African countries inward-looking, albeit

on a collective basis, the SAPs adopted by various countries have mainly been
outward-oriented. However, structure) adjustment and economic integration

have the common goal of promoting economic growth and development. They

both involve actions -on the same macroeconomic and sectoral variables. Even
without any conscious attempt.to link SAPs with integration programmes,

policy in one sphere necessarily has implications for actions in the other
sphere. Hence, SAP policies and integration objectives will need to be much

more mutually reinforcing than hithertofprc.

Thus, conscious efforts need to be made to ensure that SAPs and

economic integration are mutually reinforcing. Such measures need co be

based on: (i) analyzing the regional impact of national macroeconomic
measures; and (ii) explicit examination of the regional impact of national
sectoral programmes. It follows, therefore, that since structural adjustment

and economic integration have become central elements of the development

strategies of most African countries, they must relate to each other positively.

It also follows that if structural adjustment provides a. framework for
articulating programmes and &stoblkhiag priorities for resource allocation; and
if economic integration is to have a priority claim on resources, the letter

needs to be related to, and serve the purposes of, structural adjustment. If this
is to be achieved, there should be full exchange of information among
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should be

of .national wcu c,,rh assessments should be

Sffi5
ruled out; but, indeed, strongly sncouaged.

. Chief among tee are th

W, liberalization This will Include the regional impact of the trade

countries;

development;

currencies and monetary union); and

oSJJL codes, d* proton of cross-border
, ^nd th, facm^tio. of mutoation*! projects.

Summary and Conclusions
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